Other AP238 Operations: grinding (DiskCutting).

ISO 14649:xx ????

Turning Process Operations

- **Turning Operations**
  - Contouring, facing, grooving, threading and knurling.
  - Roughing and finishing for each
  - Set of strategies

- **Possible Future Operations**
  - Work underway to describe operations for wire and sink EDM, contour cutting of wood and glass, grinding.
  - Efforts in various stages of maturity.
  - Will be added to AP-238 once the information requirements are mature.
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[Diagram of machine with coordinate axes and cutting axis indicated]
Disc

- **Maximum Cutting Depth**
- **Edge Thickness**
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Cutting Operations

Disc Width
Cutting Operations

**Unidireccional Cut**
(It cuts through the way specified only)

**Bidireccional Cut**
(It cuts through both ways)

Overcut Length

Cutting Depth
Cutting Operations: strategies
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(ABS) disc cutting tool

Cutter tool
- external diameter: 45, 132, length measure
- cutting width: 45, 132, length measure
- disc body width: 45, 132, length measure
- reach: 45, 132, length measure
- nominal rot speed: 45, 88, rot speed measure
Comercial CNC stone disc cutting machine
AP238 Prototype implementation on a commercial CNC stone disc cutting machine

Stone Cutting Machine

System Control working with Extended AP238

[Diagram showing HMI, PLC, CNC modules, I/O, and石圖識別]
Simulation: The Controller and the control software is the same in the simulation and in a real machine.
CAM Application: Disk parameters
CAM Application: Simple feature selection
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Despiece
CAM Application: Feature selection

MODO TRABAJO

Moldura curva

- Loncheado

- Repasado
CAM Application: Feature selection

MODO TRABAJO

- COPY FIGURES FROM USB
- SELECT PROFILE
- SEQUENTIAL MODE

Moldura recta
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CAM Application: Feature selection